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2012 Bollywood thriller thriller film by Şishal Mahadkar Bloody MoneyTeatric poster, created by Vishal MahadkarProduced by Mukesh BhattTori byUpendra SidhyeStarringKung KemmuAm Puri Teishai ShahPuja GuptaMusic by Jeet GanngypuranPuran Rifaya Sangeet Haldipur-Siddharth HaldipurSiddharth March 30, 2012 Box office 120 million (US$1.7 million) Blood Money is a 2012 Indian Hindi-language thriller film. directed by Şişal Mahadkar and produced by Mahesh Bhatt. [1] [2] The story of Kunal (Kunal Khemo) is that he can do anything by trying the hardest. He received a job offer through
his friend Sean (Teeshay) and his wife Nandini (Puja Gupta) in Cape Town and moved there with his wife Arzu (Amritha Puri). They live a happy life together until Kunal becomes an extremely workaholic. Kunal's nature irritates Aarzoo, which leads to frequent outbursts and quarrels. Kunal becomes the
most trusted employee of his boss, Darmish Saveri (Manish Chaudhary). This thing angers Dinesh Saveri, Dharmesh's younger brother Saveri. Kunal is progressing in his work. Soon Darmish will be a gangster. Kunal works in diamond export deals; Kunal doesn't know it's illegal. His boss, Mr. Zakaria,
sends his hot colleague Rosa to charm Kunal and take him away from his wife. After the day Kunal got drunk at a party, Rosa took advantage and managed to make love to him. Kunal reaches his house and finds Aarzoo asleep and accidentally wakes her up, after which they both pick up an altercation.
Kunal soon became aware of the crime he was part of and decided to leave Cape Town. Zakaria, however, knows that Kunal is aware of the illegal trade, and the only way to keep him is to kill him. Kunal one day told Arzoo that Rosa took advantage of him when he was drunk, leaving Aarzu and returning
the diamond pendant given to him by him, writing that she could not live with him and had gone to stay at Sean's house. Sean tries to comfort Kunal, and in the process it is revealed that even Sean knows about Zakaria's evil plans, but there is nothing he can do in front of him. He advises Kunal not to
oppose him, or he could lose his life. Kunal receives a call from his boss, who sends him to a place where he unwittingly gives weapons and other weapons in exchange for diamonds to a terrorist who kills an innocent man in front of him. Kunal feels unwell and returns to find that Sean has been killed. He
then reveals what bad happened to him and how he wanted to leave it to Aarzu, who later found out and joined him. Kunal is trying to get help from Officer Bobby Kapadia. ask Kunal to enter zakaria's cabin and take the hard drive of the computer and a diary in which he keeps all his records. Kunal
manages to catch them, but as in time, he is chased by some guards. He was stabbed by Dinesh Very, but beat him and survived. He fights against all the guards and reaches the area of the plane where he knows that Bobby Kapadia actually worked with Zakaria, whose plan is to get Kunal to reach the
plane where he will kill him. Kunal then revealed to Zakaria that he planned to make him come on the plane and that he knew his identity and thus played a game with him. As Zakaria stood up to hit Kunal, he threw the gun and beat him until interpol arrived. Zakaria was then arrested and Kunal was taken
into custody. Later, at the end of the film, it is seen that Kunal and Arzuo return to the island of Mad, and Kunal is shown reading Hansel and Gretel to young children, and the film ends with a song. Cast Kunal Khemo as Kunal Kadam Puri as Aarzoo Kadam, Kunal Manish Chudhari's wife as Dharmes
Zaveri / Rajan Zakaria Maya Udaida a.k.a. Ia Yvonne Deida as Rosa Karan Mehra as Inspector Bobby Kapadia[quoting needs] Sandeep Sikand as Dinesh Zaveri Shuhar Shukla as Paresh Teesh Shah as Kuna's colleague and k9 Development The film was previously titled Calliug 2 and was supposed to
be a sequel to 2005's Kalyug's Kalyug. Director Şal Mahadkar did not appreciate the title and changed it to Yant 2, making it a sequel to the 2008 hit Jan. When the audience's feedback to this title turned out to be even more negative, it was finally renamed Blood Money. [3] [4] The admission of Blood
Money to R City Mall, Tiacoma and Mumbai received positive reviews, but Kunal Kemyu received a positive response from critics. Radio Mirchi's Jeeturaaj gave him 3.5/5 stars, saying an interesting insight into the trade in diamonds and brilliant songs. [5] Martin D'souza of glamsham.com says: There are
several drawbacks, but I wouldn't want to deal with them because the overall impact is massive, rewarding it 3/5 stars. [6] Madhureeta Mukherjee of Times of India 3/5 19 presents the film 3/5 and says The Debutante Director (Ishhal S Mahadkar) tells the story well. [7] Sucagna Vema Rediff.com gives her
1/5 stars and writes Blood Money are extremely hollow in their aspirations. Writing by FilmiTadka, Yanavi Patel gave the film 2.5 out of 5 stars and said: Blood Money started decently but went down in the second half with a laughable climax. Spend your money elsewhere. [9] Blasi Ketjar of DNA awarded
2 out of 5 stars and said: Wait for the TV premiere of Blood Money. Or watch the trailer. Why waste 2.5 hours on something you can watch in 2.05 minutes? [10] Box office The film has an average opening at the box office. Typically, Viges Films collections have a net gross of about 250 million rupees:
Blood Money collects more than 250 million rupees in its full theatrical plan in India, which is a decent amount for Bhatt, was nevertheless declared average by Box Office India. [11] Soundtrack Blood MoneyStudio album by Jeet Ganguly, Pranay M Rijia &amp;ngeet-SiddharthReleased19 February 2012
(2012-02-19)The soundtrack of the film Jeet, LabelSon India Bloody Money, was released on February 19, 2012. The texts were written by Syed Kudror, Kumaar. Track list No.TitleMusicSinger(s) Length1. Chaat Jeet GengjuRacht Fateh, Ali Khan4:242. Gunaah Jeet GangulyMutafa Zahid4:493. Terry
Yaadon E PranayMustafa Zahid4:364. Joe Terry Pia Geet GangulyMustafa Zahid5:065. ArzuoSangeet-SiddharthClinton Cenejo4:176. Gunach (Unplugged) Jet Ganguli Gangurana Muzumdar5:387. Terry Yaadon Ses (Remix)Pranay; reminiszed by Kiran KamatMustafa Zahid5:148. Joe Terry Sang
(Remix)Jet Ganguly; The album was remixed by Dj SavioMustafa Zahid6:18 Reception The album received positive reviews from critics. Jojinder Tuttaya of Bollywood Hungama gave the album 3.5/5 stars, choosing Joe Theree Sang, Gunach (excluded) and Chahate as his favorites. Music aloud gave
the album 3/5 stars, defending Cha chat and Gunaa as their favorites. [12] Times of India states that Blood Money, like all previous Bhatt films, has some great music that will help the film take to a different level in total. [13] Bollywood Hungama [14] Music out loud [12] Professional reviews From review
rating Musicperk.com Tehelka shows that the rating given is an average rating of all reviews provided by source ^ Smith, Ian Hayden (2012). International Film Guide 2012. 141. 978-1908215017.| 30 March 2012 | Blood Diamond] (2006), Devil's Lawyer (1997), Company (1993) and Bat Naam's previous
director (1986) ^ Blood Money does not look like Bloody Diamond, Naam: Bhatt, NDTV, February 29, 2012, archived from the original on July 11, 2012 ^ Mahesh Bhatt turns Jannat 2 into Blood Money. In Indiaglitz. 19 July 2011 Retrieved 19 July 2011. [19] They are
100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 EBN Live. 14 March 2012 Retrieved 14 March 2012. Bloody Little Film Review – Mirchi Bioscope by R.Zhaturation – Radio Mirchi 98.3 FM. radiomirchi.com. ^ ^ Blood money. Times of India. 1999
review: Blood money is pointless and boring. Rediff.com. Retrieved March 30, 2012. Yanjawi is 650 feet away. Blood Money movie review. The movie's 15. Retrieved March 30, 2012. Chatiar, Bless. Review: Blood Money. Dna. Retrieved March 30, 2012. [1] In 2012 it was 1999 Bollywood Hungama. ↑ [1]
1200 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 Times of India, March 12, 2012 ^ Blood Money – Music Review, Bollywood Hungama, March 1, 2012 has media related to Blood Money (2012 film). Blood information about IMDb Retrieved from Learn more Edit The film
is about a young and simple man, Kunal, played by Kunal Khemu, who is in love with Arzou playing Amrita Puri, but her parents do not allow her to marry him as he is unsuccessful. I'm running to get married. Kunal moved to Cape Town and started working in a small diamond export business. Kunal is
slowly dragging himself into the hands of the diamond trading company. Written by Moksh Junya | Adding synoptic Taglines: When dreams become action nightmares | Crime | Theatrical Thea Thriller Certificate: See all certificates » Parent's Guide: See Content Advisory » Edit The film is the return of
Kunal Kemt to the Bhatt camp, which released it in Kaliug. See more » User Reviews For Blood Money is a 2012 Hindi-language Action Drama film of the film written by Şal Mahaldkar, Sanjay Mashom and Upendra Sidhaye. The film is directed by Ishal Mahadkar and produced by Mukesh Bhatt. A young
man drove off with the girl he loved and moved to South Africa, where he worked in the diamond business. Slowly, he's into the underworld. Money in the Blood includes Kunal Kemu in the lead role alongside the ensemble, including Amrita Puri, Teesh Shah, Puja Gupta, Manish Chaudhary, Shekar
Shukla and Ia Yvonne Dada. The music was composed by Jait Ganguly along with Siddharth Khaldipur, Jet Ganguly, Pranay Righya and Sanget Haldipur-siddharth Haldipur. The kineogram was made by Nigam Bomzan. The movie has 109 minutes. It was released on March 30, 2012. Blood Money was
made on a budget of ₹9 crore and at the box office summed it up to just ₹8 crore. The distribution rights of the film were acquired by Višesh Films. Where to watch blood money? Full movie is broadcast online in HD on iTunes, YouTube movies, Netflix, TubiTV. Are blood money playing on iTunes,
YouTube movies, Netflix, TubiTV? - Yes, blood money is played on iTunes, YouTube movies, Netflix, TubiTV. Whether streaming hot stars or Erosnou or The Gio Cinema or Gio Cinema or Gio Or SonyLIV or BigFlix or Google Play or Spuul or YuppTV or Viu or Viki or ALT Balaji or Airtel Xstream or Vo
Dafront Game or Zee 5 or HoiChoy or MxPlayer or Shemaru, or watch me or Starhub or Tata Sky or Quibitv or TVF or Voot Kids or AppleTv + or Docubay or ZeePlex or WatchO? - No blood money is played only on iTunes, YouTube movies, Netflix, TubiTV. Responsibilities: Komparify Entertainment is the
source of these materials from various internet legitimate streaming sites such as Hotstar, Prime, Netflix, iTunes, YouTube Movies, Netflix, TubiTV, etc. in an attempt to collect all content and connection original content. The service we provide is similar to the service provided by search engines, we
connect to legitimate streaming services and help you discover the best legitimate streaming content online. This product uses the TMDb API but is not approved or certified by TMDb. For all download requests, you can submit a ticket for a ticket
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